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The European Parliament and the recent developments
There were two votes on 23 January 2018:

Future composition of the European Parliament
The Committee on Constitutional Affairs voted on a new distribution of Parliament's

seats for the 2019 -2024 legislative term, that meets all Treaty criteria. AFCO also took a

vote on the establishment of a joint constituency comprising the entire territory of the

Union once the appropriate legal base for this enters into force.

Revision of the Framework Agreement on relations between the European
Parliament and the European Commission
AFCO also voted on its report analyzing the request of the Commission to amend the
Framework Agreement on relations between the European Parliament and the

European Commission. The amendment as proposed by the Commission aims to clarify
the conditions of participation of the members of the College in electoral campaigns to
the Parliament, in respect of the Code of Conduct of the Commissioners.

On 7th of February 2018 the European Parliament voted against an amendment to a

report on the composition of the European Parliament that proposed to delete so-called
transnational lists from a proposal to adapt the legislative post Brexit.

The distribution of seats in the Parliament is set to change after the next European
elections as a result of Brexit. Parliament's proposal is presented in the infographic

above.
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The proposal, adopted in Parliament on 7 February, calls for a reduction in the overall

number of seats after the UK's withdrawal from the EU comes into force, but also
suggests to allocate additional MEPs to some EU countries.

The new rules would come into force in time for the European elections in 2019, but will

have to be approved by member states.

At the moment the Parliament boasts 751 seats, which is the maximum number allowed

by the EU treaties. The report proposes to redistribute 27 of the UK's 73 seats to other
countries, while keeping the remaining 46 seats for future enlargements. This would mean
the number of MEPs to be elected would be 705.
The redistribution of seats proposed by MEPs ensures that no EU country would lose

any seats, while some would gain anything from one to five seats to redress
under-representation following demographic changes.

The proposal takes into account the population of member states and follows the
principle of degressive proportionality 2. That means that countries that are smaller in
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One may have degressive representation, proportional representation, or
progressive representation just as one may have degressive taxation, proportional taxation,
or progressive taxation. “Degressive proportionality”, however, is a paradoxical concept.
The notion is presented as a manifestation of solidarity in a 2007 text adopted by the EP.
→ The more populous States agree to be under-represented in order to allow the
less populous States to be represented better.
The 2007 resolution included an attempted specification of degressive proportionality, which
has since been recognized as a potential contradiction. Meanwhile the abstract principle of
degressive proportionality (requirement 3) has been given a concrete specification capable
of practical implementation (requirement 10).
The implementation of degressive proportionality is challenging because the meanings of
“citizens” in requirements 2 and 3 differ significantly. Reference to “Union citizens” (requirement
2) appears to place all citizens on an equal footing. However, the principle of degressive
proportionality (requirement 3) discriminates the “citizens” by Member States. The citizens
of more populous Member States agree to be under-represented in order to allow the
citizens of less populous Member States to be represented better.
The Cambridge Compromise achieves degressive proportionality without distorting the
meaning of “citizens” beyond the minimum. It does so in each of its two stages. The first
stage of assigning base seats treats all Member States alike. This is extremely degressive
since it neglects population figures entirely. The second stage of proportional allocation of
the remaining seats embodies a mild form of degressivity through the use of upward rounding.
Upward rounding is known to introduce a slight bias in favour of the less populous

terms of population should have fewer MEPs than bigger countries.

At the same time,

MEPs from larger countries should represent more people than MEPs from smaller

countries. In this way, members from smaller countries have a relatively stronger
presence in Parliament.

MEPs propose that the new distribution comes in force only after the UK has left the EU.
This is currently expected to happen at the end of March 2019.

In addition the Conference of Presidents, consisting of Parliament President Antonio

Tajani and the political group leaders, have proposed to the Council that the European
elections should be held from 23 May to 26 May 2019.
Pan-European lists
The report drafted by the constitutional affairs committee included a proposal of

establishing a joint constituency on the entire territory of the EU that would vote on
pan-European electoral lists, in addition to the seats allocated to each country. This
text was rejected in the final plenary vote.
Why redistribution is necessary
At present, there is no precise formula to determines the number of MEPs that each

country has, with only a few general rules set out in Article 14 of the Treaty on European
Union. This means that a decision needs to be taken by heads of state before each EU
election.

EU elections and the Commission president post
Member States.
This type of bias reinforces the effect of degressive proportionality.
In contrast the Power Compromise achieves degressive proportionality by interpreting the
term “citizens” in a rather broad sense. The method replaces lucent population figures –
which count concrete citizens – by arcane population units – which measure abstract units.
In Table 2, Malta’s population of 434 403 citizens is transformed to 175 082 population
units. Does this mean that only forty percent of the citizenry is accounted for?
Or forty percent of each citizen? Neither interpretation seems profitable; the interim
power-adjustments
remain obscure. Their justification lies in the final result which thereby achieves a higher degree of
degressivity. [source: The Composition of the European Parliament, published by the Policy
Department for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs for the AFCO Committee, 2017]

In a separate report adopted on 7 February, MEPs reiterated their support for the

so-called spitzenkandidaten process introduced in 2014. This means European political
parties nominate their candidate for the president of the European Commission ahead of
the European elections.

MEPs argue that the process establishes a link between the choice of Commission

President and the outcome of the elections and say Parliament is ready to reject any
candidate for the post who has not come through this process.

Parliament’s proposal on the distribution of seats was submitted to EU heads of state
who needed to reach a unanimous decision. Parliament gave its final consent.

The arguments on the Pan-European /Transnational lists as described by the
European Greens 3 who are in favor of these lists:
Transnational lists would create a common constituency, made up of the entire European

Union. This would sit alongside the existing constituencies of Member States.

A common constituency would push European political families to build truly European
projects and take into account the needs and situations of all citizens, not just the voters
in their country.

For example, a Finnish candidate on a conservative list would need to have answers to

the problems experienced by Greek voters, just as a French candidate on a Green list
would need to be able to meet the needs of German, Spanish and other citizens.

In this way, European issues, which are at the heart of MEPs’ mandate, can finally take
their deserved place in European election campaigns. This could help build a genuine
European democracy in the service of the collective European interest.
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Although the EU Treaties stipulate that "the Parliament is composed of representatives
of the citizens of the Union" (i.e. that MEPs represent all EU citizens, not just those of
their Member State), European elections are held at national level.

Each State is allocated a number of seats and organizes European elections on its
territory, while respecting a certain number of common rules. As such, the European
elections today are essentially 28 national elections to the European Parliament.

How are the seats distributed among states?
The following principles on the distribution of seats among states apply (Article 14
TEU):

The European Parliament is composed of a maximum of 751 members (this is a ceiling,
there can be fewer)

No Member State may have more than 96 seats (Germany reaches this ceiling)

No Member State may have less than 6 seats (at present, Luxembourg, Malta, Cyprus,
Estonia and Malta)

Representation of EU citizens must be based on the principle of “degressive
proportionality” [see explanation above]

How the transnational lists could work:
On election day, each citizen would have two votes: one vote for the party they prefer at
national level, and one vote for a European list.

According to the Greens, the lists should be balanced according to both gender and
geographical criteria. For example, candidates on the same list should represent at least
one quarter of the Member States of the Union (which is the threshold for setting up a

European political group or party) and in blocks of five candidates, two candidates could
not have the same nationality.

The political argument why the current system is wrong:

While MEPs represent all EU citizens, they campaign at national level, often on national
issues and are ultimately politically accountable to national voters.

This means there is no proper space for European political debate, where those who will
have to write and vote on European laws will debate their projects in front of all
Europeans.

Further, it is not uncommon to see members of the same European political parties

putting forward contradictory programmes at national level, even though they will

ultimately sit together in the same political groups when elected to the European
Parliament.

Additionally, Macron -who has stated that he will continue push for the lists- and other

European political groups including the centrist liberals (Guy Verhofstadt: “On
transnational lists, we’ve lost the battle today, but not the war! We’ll keep on fighting for
a real European democracy. Incredible that @EPPGroup voted against. Wilfried Martens

was in favor, and Helmut Kohl strongly believed in European citizenship.”) say
transnational lists would help face down eurosceptic parties that have seen strong
support in recent years. 4

For the conservatives the argument lies primarily around the fact that European Union

is neither a federation, nor a common constituency. The European People's Party (EPP)

said there is no legal basis for what was labeled "another elite-driven project" by one

MEP.

Other aspects of criticism present transnational lists as to be dominated by France and
Germany. EU officials also doubt the necessary law changes in all 27 states could be

completed in time to allow for the introduction of the system as early as next year.
Others see a risk that anti-EU transnational lists could do well, while some are also

concerned the system would create two classes of EU parliamentarians.

Now that the European Parliament placed itself towards this proposal [368 against,
274 in favour,34 abstentions], this position will then be passed to the European
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Council, who are due to hold a debate at an informal Council on 23 February. The
Council has to agree its position unanimously before sending it back to the
European Parliament for final agreement. The remaining 27 (currently) British
seats will be redistributed among other member countries to compensate for
existing biases in representation.

Informal meeting of the 27 heads of state or government, 23/02/2018:
EU leaders discussed two sets of issues related to the next institutional cycle:
→ the so called 'Spitzenkandidaten' process

→ the European Parliament's composition after the 2019 elections and the idea of
transnational lists

At the press conference after the summit President Donald Tusk said that there was

agreement among leaders that European Council couldn't guarantee in advance that it
would propose one of the lead candidates for President of the European Commission.

“There is no automaticity in this process. The Treaty is very clear that it is the

autonomous competence of the European Council to nominate the candidate, while
taking into account the European elections, and having held appropriate consultations.”

MEPs will only elect a new Commission President who has been nominated by European
political parties ahead of the 2019 European elections.

EU leaders said at their 23 February informal summit that they would not be bound by
the Spitzenkandidaten method in the run-up to the 2019 European elections.

This method enables European political parties to nominate candidates for the post of

EU Commission President in the run-up to the elections, and thus links the choice to the
election outcome.

Concerning the European Parliament composition after Brexit, leaders broadly

supported the idea that fewer member states should mean fewer seats, which means
reducing the number of MEPs from 751 to 705.

As regards transnational lists, the EU leaders will come back to this issue in the
future, with a view to the 2024 elections.

The European Elections: EU Legislation, National Provisions and Civic
Participation 5
Among other proposals, Parliament urges the Member States and (national and
European) political parties to:

- inform citizens, before and during the electoral campaign, about national parties'

affiliation with a European political party and their support for its candidate for the
Commission presidency and for his or her political programme

- consider first the candidate for Commission President put forward by the European

political party that wins the most seats in the Parliament, with a view to ascertaining his
or her ability to secure the support of the necessary absolute majority in Parliament

The Council directive has established -among others- the following arrangements for
the exercise of the right to vote:

- Member States are to exchange the information required to ensure that no one votes
more than once or stands as a candidate in more than one Member State.

- Citizens of the Union must have their names entered on the electoral roll in their

country of residence (similar arrangements to those applying to national voters, but
they are also required to produce a formal declaration stating their nationality, address
and intention to exercise their right to vote in the Member State of residence).
European Political Parties
In 2003, a Council regulation (amended in 2007) established laws governing political
parties at the European level, together with rules on their funding. For an organisation
to be considered a political party at European level, four conditions must be met:
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According to the study prepared for the AFCO Committee by the Policy Department C: Citizens’
rights and constitutional affairs, 2014

1. It must have legal personality in the Member State in which its seat is located.

2. It must be represented in at least one quarter of Member States, by Members of the

European Parliament or in the national Parliaments or regional Parliaments or in the
regional assemblies, OR, have received at least three per cent of the votes cast in one

quarter of Member States at the most recent European elections.

3. It must observe, in its activities, the principles on which the European Union is
founded,

namely liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and

the rule of law.

4. It must have participated in elections to the European Parliament, or have expressed
the intention to do so.

In addition to these rules, the regulation also permits European level political parties to
apply for funding from the general budget of the European Union on a yearly basis. EU

funding for European political parties should not exceed eighty-five per cent of the total
budget of the party.

The 2007 amendment also enabled European level political foundations to apply for EU

funding through the European political party with which they are affiliated. Such
foundations are defined as:

[...] an entity or network of entities which has legal personality in a Member State, is

affiliated with a political party at European level, and which through its activities, within
the aims and fundamental values pursued by the European Union, underpins and

complements the objectives of the political party at European level […] More practically,
such foundations, whether think tanks, youth forums or educational organisations,

should contribute to the debate on European public policy issues and on the process of
European integration.

The 2014 elections were the first ones held under the Treaty of Lisbon. For the
European parties this meant that they were responsible for appointing a top
candidate for President of the European Commission.

Under the Lisbon Treaty seats are distributed on a degressively proportional basis as

already mentioned. The Treaty raised the minimum threshold of seats in the European
Parliament to six seats per Member State. The maximum number of seats for one

Member State is 96. The following list shows the allocation of seats applicable for the
2014 elections:
Germany 96

United Kingdom
France

74

Spain

54

Italy 73

Poland 51

Romania 32

Netherlands
Greece 21

26

Czech Republic 21
Belgium

21

Portugal

21

Hungary 21
Sweden

20

Bulgaria 17
Austria

Slovakia

18

13

Denmark 13
Finland 13
Ireland 11

Lithuania 11
Croatia

Latvia 8

11

Slovenia 8
Estonia

6

Cyprus 6

Luxembourg 6
Malta

6

73

• The Member States use different forms of proportional representation regarding the
distributions of the seats [ D'Hondt system of counting votes and allocating seats, the
SainteLaguë/Schepers, the Hagenbach-Bischoff, the enishimeni analogiki….]
• Various ways are chosen regarding the vacant seats also
• Electoral system: The threshold for gaining representation in the different Member

States also varies. The 2002 decision allows for individual countries to determine the
threshold but sets the ceiling for any formal threshold at 5 % of votes cast. In France

(depending on the constituency), Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Romania
and Hungary lists obtaining fewer than 5% nationally, in Austria, Italy and Sweden fewer
than 4%, in Greece fewer than 3% and Cyprus fewer than 1,8% of the votes do not qualify
for the allocation of seats. In Germany and several smaller Member States there is no
percentage threshold. Bulgaria and Romania use only valid votes for the calculation of the
threshold.

• Nomination of candidates: In six Member States the submission of nominations is restricted to
political parties and political organizations (Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands,
Germany and Sweden). In Greece, the Netherlands, Latvia and Slovakia a deposit is also required. In
Lithuania candidates can be nominated by political parties or public election committees, a deposit is
required, and every list has to be endorsed by 10 000 signatures of voters. Elsewhere the only
stipulation is that nominations should be endorsed by a specific number of signatures of voters. In
Ireland and Italy candidates can nominate themselves if they are endorsed by the required number of
signatures. In Portugal and Sweden candidates need not collect a certain number of signatures.
However, nominations must be submitted to the central electoral authority.

Therefore in Austria, for example, the nomination of candidates meets the following
criteriοn:

Any voter having reached the age of 18 at the latest on the day of the European elections
may stand for elections if supported by:

- three Members of the national Parliament;

- an Austrian Member of the European Parliament; or

- 2600 registered voters

While in Greece:

Political parties or party coalitions (including non-party movements) may submit lists of
candidates. Each list can include a maximum of 42 candidates.
And in Spain:

Parties, coalitions, federations and groups of voters who have obtained the signatures of

15.000 voters or 50 elected representatives (including members of local councils) may
submit ordered lists of candidates.

What is a European Political Party?
European political parties have the exclusive right to campaign during the European

elections and express themselves within the European Parliament by their affiliated
political groups and their MEPs. Europarties, through coordination meetings with their

affiliated heads of state and government, influence the decision-making process of the
European Council. They also work closely and co-ordinate with their affiliated members
of the European Commission and, according to the Lisbon Treaty the Party that wins the

European elections has the right to nominate to the European Council its candidate for
President of the European Commission. At the current moment there are 10 registered
European Parties.
Regulations6
According to the current regulations for a party to become a European Party it must
meet the following criteria:

• it must have legal personality in the Member State in which its seat is located.

• it must observe the founding principles of the European Union, namely the principles

of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule
of law.

• it must have participated, or intend to participate, in elections to the European
Parliament.

• it must have in at least one quarter of the Member States, one or both of the following:
6
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either it must have received at least 3% of the votes cast in each of those Member States

at the most recent European Parliament elections, or it must already be represented by
Members, whether Members of the European Parliament for those states, or Members of

the national Parliaments of those states, or Members of the regional Parliaments of
those states, or Members of the regional Assemblies of those states.
• it must publish its revenue and expenditure annually.

• it must publish a statement of its assets and liabilities annually.

• it must provide a list of its donors and their donations exceeding €500.
• it must not accept anonymous donations.

• it must not accept donations exceeding €18,000 per year and per donor.

• it must not accept donations from the budgets of political groups of the European
Parliament.

• contributions from its members (national parties) shall not exceed 40% of the annual
budget of that European political party.

• it must not accept donations from any company over which the public authorities may
exercise a dominant influence, either by virtue of their ownership of it, or by their
financial participation therein.

• it must get at least 15% of its budget from sources other than its European Union
funding.

• it must submit its application by 30 September before the financial year that it wants
funding for.

Updates:
New rules to ensure proper use of public money when funding European political
parties and foundations were informally agreed.

A delegation of MEPs and Council representatives agreed on 27/2/2018 that individuals

should no longer be able to create a European party – only national parties can do so.

This is to avoid individual members of a national party participating in the formation of
more than one European party in order to maximize access to public funds.

“The institutions have worked together well to close loopholes which, until now,

allowed a European Political Party to be created only for financial reasons. Cross-party
membership will not be possible anymore and funding will be linked more precisely to

actual voting results at EU level, making European political parties more European and,
as more logos will be published online, more visible at the national level”, said lead MEP
Rainer Wieland (EPP, DE).

“We have adapted the current regulation to the latest developments and needs of

European politics. By lowering the threshold for distribution of funds and focussing on

visibility of national member parties, we have enhanced the democratic representation
of European political parties and foundations, through financing which is truly
proportionate to their presence in the EP”, said lead MEP Mercedes Bresso (S&D, IT).
Next steps

The informal deal will be put to a vote in the Constitutional Affairs Committee in due
course. If approved, the deal will be put to a vote by Parliament as a whole as well as the
Council of Ministers. The Parliament wants to have the new rules in force before the end

of June this year, when the call for applications for funding in 2019 (European election
year) is due to be published.

The state of affairs in GUE/NGL
Left and progressive parties that identify themselves close to the radical left have
representation in the European Parliament in 13 out of the 27 European countries (the
UK is not included).

The total number of the MEP’s that participate in GUE/NGL is 52:
Spain
Izquierda Unida 5
Podemos 5

-Independent- Basque country 1

Ireland
Sinn Fein 4

-Independent- 1
Greece
SYRIZA 3

-Independent- 3
Italy
L’altra Europa 2

-Independent- 1
Cyprus
AKEL 2

Sweden
Vansterpartiet 1
Netherlands
Socialistische Partij 2
Animal Party 1
Germany

Die Linke 7

-Independent- 1
Portugal

Communist Party 3

Bloco de Esquerda 1
Czech Republic
Communist Party of Bohemia&Moravia 3
France
Front de gauche 3

-Independent- 1
Finland

Vasemmistoliitto 1
Denmark

People’s Movement 1
The number of the MEPs that come from “trusted” political parties is 34.

By “trusted”, we mean parties that are traditional allies of the European Left, have a

historical role in the European left’s strategies and initiatives and that will most
probably run in the next European Elections under the same “flags”.

The European left forces have not yet parliamentary representation in the following
countries:
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia

During the period of the last European elections in 2014 until today significant changes

are considered in the electoral performance of various parties of the left. Regarding the
increase in the electoral power of those parties:


In Spain, Unidos Podemos achieved the 25% of the votes in the Spanish general

election in 2016 (6 months ago another round of elections was also held, Podemos
had achieved the 20% of the votes and IU only 3.7%, the worst result in party’s
history).



Jean Luc Melenchon’s “La France Insoumise” achieved the 20% in the first round of

the Presidential elections in 2017. The PCF supported his candidacy. A month later

the legislative elections were held where La France Insoumise secured 17 seats
(11%), while the PCF secured 10 (2.70%).



In the Portuguese legislative election in 2015, the Bloco de Esquerda achieved the
best result in the party’s history (10% of the votes). The Communist Party in a
coalition with the Greens achieved the 8% of the votes.

DIEM25: their plans towards the Elections, their reach, their influence
Diem25 has so far acted in the following ways:
1. Αsking candidates to sign a charter committing them to DiEM25 policies

2. Εndorsing candidates, parties or coalitions with a political programme that is in line

with Diem’s Progressive Agenda

3. Working for an alliance whenever possible

4. Creating a quasi-permanent partnership with local parties that might act as Diem’s
‘electoral wing’ in a given state, region or municipality.

Now Diem25 decides to to form a single party list (Diem25 “electoral wing” as it called)
and they will consolidate alliances with partners who stand behind their proposals or
run for elections on their own. Therefore, though they will create a transnational party,
with branches in as many European countries as they can, this does not mean that they

will contest elections in every country. They aim to support existing parties as well.
Regarding the option of

“transnational candidates”, DiEM25 will consider it. This

means that a German DiEM25 member running in Greece, a Greek in Germany, an Italian
in France etc. A crucial point is the so called “anti-partisan” direction. Therefore, the

membership in DIEM25 is -for DIEM25- not contradictory to the membership in another
political structure. Additionally, there is the “optional membership” where it is not
expected automatically that DiEM25 members will become members of its “electoral

wing” in their country of residence as well. Consequently, DIEM25 appears flexible in
calling members of different partners to support its cause and be engaged in its aims.

Spain In Catalonia DIEM25 has approximately seven partners inside the “Catalunya en

Comú – Podem” and one person from “Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya”(PSC – PSOE).
Ada Colau, the mayor of Barcelona has strong relations with DIEM25.
Ireland
Greece Apart from the fact that DIEM’s event in Athens in May 2017 was quite
successful taking into consideration the political climate in Greece and the different

perception of Yanis Varoufakis in Greece and outside Greece the following assumption is

quite legit: Vote for DIEM25 in the European Elections is a protest vote against SYRIZA
and the disappointment that followed after the referendum in 2015 and the new

Memorandum agreement. It is also an option beyond the dipole SYRIZA-New Democracy

that can attract people from a broad spectrum of political positions.

Diem will present

on 23 March 2018 the Greek electoral wing “MeRA25” (European Realist Disobedience

Front. The event is officially a Party Launch.

Italy DIEM25 will launch its own party list with Luigi de Magistris, the mayor of Naples
as top candidate. In an event of Sinistra Italiana, Varoufakis and Nicola Fratoianni
(General Secretary of S.I.) shared the floor.

On March 10, 2018 Diem25 will gather in

Naples together with Benoît Hamon and his new party Génération-s, Mayor of Naples

Luigi de Magistris, representatives from young left-wing Polish political party Razem,

Denmark’s The Alternative, Portugal’s LIVRE and others. What the gathering includes:

Day 1: the first collective meeting among the founding members will take place. The

initial deliberations taking place during this ground-breaking gathering aim to outline
the main lines of the transnational initiative’s framework and establish a provisional
governing council. The minutes from these discussions will be made public online.

Afterwards, delegates of all political forces gathered in Naples will hold a joint press
conference, where they will comment on the outcome of the meetings and present a
jointly-signed Open Call to “Europe’s progressives” to join this initiative.

Day 2: Open Assembly with members and activists, as well as with social movements
and grassroots networks.
Cyprus

Sweden
Netherlands
Germany Before the Federal elections in Germany last September Diem25 asked from

candidates to sign a call of support on a progressive agenda. 88 candidates signed the

call. 31 of them come from Die Linke (Katja Kipping as well), one from SPD, 43 from the
Pirate Party (so the majority), 1 from Die Partei, 5 from the Greens and the rest from a
very small party called “Demokratie in Bewegung”.
Portugal

Czech Republic The Pirate Party is the third largest party in Czech Republic, gaining the

11% of the votes in the last elections and occupying 22 out of the 200 seats in the

parliament. The party recognizes DIEM25 as a political platform where left, liberal and

green progressive forces meet in the European level. They identify themselves as
liberals, refusing to position themselves more close to the left than the right. The

DIEM25 members in Czech Republic called for a vote to the Pirate Party or the Greens in

those elections. Mikuláš Peksa and Ondřej Profant are both members of DIEM25 and
now elected members of the parliament with the Pirate Party. The Pirate Party is a

strong and open political partner of DIEM25. None of the DIEM25 members has any
relation with the Communist Party.

France Diem25 called the candidates in the Presidential Elections last May to support

its aim by signing a Charter. The vast majority of the signatories comes from small,
irrelevant political parties. 4 of them run with PCF and 2 of them with La France
Insoumise.

Benoît Hamon, the top candidate from the Socialist party supported the

Charter. In general, the Diem25 members in France are more close in the traditional

French socialists than the radical left. Taking into consideration the big electoral success
of Melenchon who developed an electoral campaign with elements of movements’

organizing and assemblies, DIEM25 has no political space to fill in France. Benoit Hamon
has publicly asked for a meeting to align his new movement with DiEM25 and perhaps

DIEM will try to do the same with the PCF and the Greens. However, a scenario that all
these forces will come together under the same umbrella towards the European
Elections is not very possible. Therefore, for Diem25 supporting specific candidates
from the Socialist Party, the new platform of Benoît Hamon (Generations) and the PCF is
the scenario that suits mostly to their proclaimed plan.

“Recent developments”.]

[See more on the Chapter

Finland
Denmark “The Alternative” party is a green party close to the centre-left. In the last
general elections in 2015 they got the 5% of the votes and guaranteed 9 out of the 179
seats, while the “Red-Green Alliance” got 8% and 14 seats. They have 3 regional
councilors and 20 municipal ones. No Euro-parliamentary representation. Diem25
publicly recognizes the party as a political partner.
Austria
Belgium The DIEM25 members are related with the Social Democrats and the Greens.

There is not a party that is appeared as a political partner of Diem. The majority of the
people that were elected in the Belgian National Collective of Diem are not even Belgian.
Some of them were at Manifiesta (https://www.manifiesta.be/nl). We could say that
they are not well connected with movements, activism etc. One person in the National

Collective is an assistant of an MEP of the Animal Party in Germany. In Diem’s events in
Belgium low-level local Social Democrats and Greens are invited. Therefore, the most

probable scenario towards the elections is that they are going to be linked with

candidates from the Greens or/and the Social Democrats. PtB has no relation with them,
at least a relevant one.
Bulgaria
Croatia “Zagreb is OURS!” is a political platform that run in the past local elections in
Zagreb (May 2017). It is a green/left political platform that shares similarities with the
“Barcelona en Comú” experiment.

April 2017, the Platform formed a coalition with

four left and green parties in Zagreb, creating an alliance of progressive political
organizations in Zagreb. They won 8% of votes (4 seats) in Zagreb City Assembly, 21
seats in city districts and also 41 seats in local councils. DIEM25 publicly endorsed the
platform and finds its principles in accordance with DIEM’s manifesto.
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Poland The political party RAZEM is a partner of DIEM25. RAZEM has not yet any

parliamentary representation. Following the polls from 2015 where the last elections
were held until today (January 2018) RAZEM receives from 3% to 5% percent of the

votes. The highest estimation comes constantly from one exit poll company. In Poland
the threshold is 5% for single parties. RAZEM has openly supported DIEM’s 25
manifesto. In late 2018, local elections will be held in Poland and the results may show if

RAZEM has gained more influence in the Polish political scene and therefore if a
candidate from RAZEM supported by Diem has any chances to the European Parliament.
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
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Mélenchon’s positioning towards the European left party and more generally regarding

the strategic debate about the EU has evolved in the last years, we will not recount here
these evolutions 8 but instead focus on Mélenchon’s positioning during the presidential

campaign and during the months following the first round of the election. In addition,
we will centre our analysis on the French situation as the strategic choices of Mélenchon

and his movement will surely be driven and certainly be conditioned by the potential
gains and losses these choices will have a the French level.

Mélenchon and Europe: a variable geometry stance

Since spring 2016, Mélenchon’s stances towards the EU have evolved from what can be

perceived as a very isolationistic and almost nationalist position to a clearly
pro-European option emphasizing the need to change the EU in order to realize the

European project (understood from a left-wing perspective). The first position returned
centre-stage in September and October 2017 with Mélenchon and France Insoumise’s

discourse insisting on denouncing the EU in its current shape and thus affirming the

need for recovering sovereignty at a national level. The polemic regarding the presence
of the EU’s flag in the French Parliament was part of this sequence during which

Mélenchon presented the EU (without nuances, considered as a whole, including its
symbol) as an obstacle to the implementation of a progressive and left-wing program.

Similarly, less than a week later, Mélenchon contested the French contribution to the EU
budget by denouncing the differential between the sum of money given and the benefits

for the French population, estimating at 6 billion euros the gap between the input and
7
8

Drafted by Antoine de Cabanes, Researcher at Espaces Marx and Facilitator of transform!,
February 2018
The most prominent took place in December 2013 when Mélenchon’s party (the Parti de Gauche –
PG) suspended its participation to the European Left Party. This decision was mostly motivated by
the renewal of Pierre Laurent as President of the EL in a context of high tensions between the PCF
and the PG about the alliance strategy for the local elections (the PCF was favouring alliances with
social democrats instead of presenting Front de Gauche lists with the PG. In several cities
including Paris and Toulouse, the PCF supported the Parti Socialiste’s list instead of building a list
with the PG. One must keep in mind that these alliances with the PS were built while Valls and
Hollande were implementing austerity policies and dismantling the French welfare State but also
expelling more illegal immigrants that Sarkozy etc …)

the benefits and depicting this situation as absurd as France is still in under the
excessive deficit procedure. In his denunciation he reused Thatcher well known
sentence “I want my money back” which is not anodyne. During the same sequence,

Mélenchon questioned the existence of a European people, criticizing the non-existence
in reality of this concept. This binary opposition between the European level and the
French level induces an idealisation of the nation State and thus of the nation in itself as

the political subject able to impulse an emancipatory and progressist political dynamic.
This position reveals a temptation for isolation and withdrawal towards the French
nation State idealised as the only relevant political perimeter for implementing left wing
policies.

However Mélenchon in other moments in the last two years emphasized the need for an
alternative Europe and therefore oriented his discursive anti-EU attacks in the direction

of the emancipation of the EU population from the coercive neoliberal institutions

(instead of privileging the emancipation of the sole French people). This position
emphasises the strategic debates as its starting point is the failure of the radical left’s
European course of action based solely on the negotiations with the institutions with the

EU in order to re-orientate it. In this optic, the signature of the third memorandum by

Tsipras proved the impossibility to rely only on negotiations with the EU for a more
progressist Europe and therefore opened a debate among the radical left, at a European

level, on how elaborate a strategy articulating negotiations with a credible balance of
forces. The so called “capitulation" of Syriza is considered by Mélenchon as the starting
point of the plan B initiative which assembles two distinct elements: the elaboration of a

course of action in the eventuality of a victory in the French elections and a gathering of

political actors (movements, parties, economists) in order to develop at the European
level an alliance able to confront with the EU institutions, based on a common strategy

(combining negotiations with rupture policies such as the introduction of national
currency, unilateral opt-out from the treaties etc). In November and December,
Mélenchon emphasized this dimension: the need to build a European alliance in order to

free the people of Europe from the neoliberal order. The summit of the plan B in Lisbon

was the opportunity for consolidating and developing this alliance but also publicize it.

In a similar way, Mélenchon’s trip to Greece (where he participated in the launch of Zoe

Konstantopoulo’s party and met the leadership Popular Unity) aimed at building

alliances in Greece with potential partners which would share the same strategic option
as France Insoumise. Also, when Mélenchon went to the seminar of the parliamentary
group of Die Linke in the Bundestag he centred his speech on the common struggles to

the radical left parties across Europe and the need to reorient Europe, economically and

socially but also on the security and democratic dimensions. The statement co-signed by

Mélenchon, Wagenknecht and Bartsch is going in the same direction and gives concrete
inputs and proposals on how to build a different Europe that will promote social justice,
welfare state and emancipation.

The shifts in Mélenchon’s discourse highlight a tension between these two
programmatic and discursive poles. This tension cannot rationally be explained by

substantial ideological turns (as they are no such thing) but only by contextual changes

which affected France Insoumise’s tactical and strategic environment and thus its
positioning, in discourse meetings and contacts among the left.

Mélenchon’s ambiguity stems from the ambiguity of his electorate

The withdrawal of the PG from the EL shall be kept in mind, as it provides us with a key
element for explaining this tension and ambiguity: Mélenchon’s tactical and strategic

positioning regarding European issues is always determined by the French situation. In
2013, it was the alliances of the PCF with the PS for the local elections that prompted

this suspension of the PG’s participation in the PGE which was actually a retaliatory
measure for disagreements in the French political space.

The tensions we can observe in the last year is also linked with the French context,

Mélenchon is changing his course of action in order to maximise his electoral results in
France as a matter of priority; the European considerations come in second. This was
obvious during the presidential campaign as the discourse of Mélenchon and France

Insoumise on European issues slightly changed in the last month of campaign. As

Mélenchon’s candidacy was performing better and better in the polls (partly to the
expenses of Hamon), he softened his discourse on the EU and emphasized the need to
transform Europe, presenting the plan B and particularly the exit of the Eurozone as a

last resort option, after every other possible course of action would have failed. He
highlighted the plan A and described the plan B merely as a threat for increasing the
balance of forces in the negotiations. In addition, when he was questioned about the
plan B and the exit of the Eurozone or the EU, Mélenchon always balanced the

description of these propositions with alternative transnational and supranational

construction in Europe and in the world, thus keeping away with nationalistic rhetoric.
One of the key explanations for this shift was the rallying of former PS or Greens voters,

as these two electorates were among the most pro-European electorate; in order to

overcome Hamon in the polls (and later in the election), Mélenchon needed to attract
these voters and he knew that the European issue would be determinant for them. This

strategy worked well, as in the end, Mélenchon gathered 19.6% of the votes while

Hamon got only 6.2%. Let us not forget that among the persons who voted Mélenchon in
the first round of the 2017 presidential election, 32% voted François Hollande in 2012
and 34% voted already for Mélenchon in 2012. 8.2% of the 2017 Mélenchon voters
defined themselves as close to the Greens and 19.3% to the PS.

Mélenchon succeeded in gathering 19.6% of the votes (more than 7 million votes) ,
arriving fourth just behind Fillon and this is an historical level for the radical left in
France (unseen since 1969); however this does not imply that all the 7 060 885 who

voted for him agreed on his conception of the EU. In fact, Mélenchon’s electorate is
heavily divided about the Euro and EU issues: 88% of them is in favour of keeping the

euro as currency (and therefore are opposed to an exit of the Eurozone); 59% of them
consider that France’s membership of the European Union is a positive thing. This

division can easily be explained by the heterogeneity of Mélenchon’s electorate due to

different socio-economic situations, but also divergent politicisations and dissimilar past

political affiliations. It seems obvious that Mélenchon’s main challenge will be to keep, at
all costs, this electorate united and mobilized in the next election which happens to be
the European election.

The risks of fragmentation of the anti-liberal bloc
The main threat for both Mélenchon and the radical left as a whole is division as it would

severely weaken the forces defending an alternative to the current austerity policies

recommended by the Commission. Apart from the endogenous division risk, there are
already three other political dynamics that are threatening the success of the radical left
in the European elections in France. The first one is the capacity of Macron to solidify his
central-bourgeois-liberal bloc through an expansion on the centre right; in this case (a

unique list gathering the political space which lies from the right of the PS to the left of
LR) it is very likely that such a list would arrive in first position and could reach 30% (or

more) of the votes and thus appear as the main winner of the election. Macron would

put forward his hegemony in order to assert that there is no alternative to his policy.
The second risk is a differential electoral participation that disadvantage the radical left

as the inability of the unions, the social movements and the radical left organisations to

win any struggles against Macron’s policies and reforms would demobilize the left-wing

electors. Such differential participation would instead boost the forces already in
dynamic in the polls, mainly Macron’s central bloc. The third and last threat comes from

Hamon: the launch and development of his movement (Génération.s) is recreating a

political option between a dying social democrat party (the PS) and the radical left and
such option could attract some of Mélenchon’s voters as the compromise between the

left and the social-liberalism appears as more moderate and soft than the radical left
propositions which are easily demonized. All of these three threats can happen in 2019
but what is 100% sure is that their negative effect would be considerably amplified in
the case of a division of the forces who campaigned for Mélenchon in the presidential

election (mainly France Insoumise, the PCF and Ensemble). The cleavage about
European issues (Eurozone, EU) among the 7 million persons who voted Mélenchon can

easily lead to a situation where a large part abstains while two small parts would vote
for the PCF or for Hamon, leaving France Insoumise with only a portion of the electorate
it worked so hard to gather.

Nevertheless, having said this, we have to take into account two other factors that will

boost Mélenchon and France Insoumise’s list in the European election and limit the

negative factors. The first one is that Mélenchon and France Insoumise are the first and

main opponents to Macron. The Parti Socialiste is dying and struggling to survive while

being divided by its congress; the Front National and Marine Le Pen are still recovering
from their defeat in the presidential and parliamentary elections and from the

Philippot’s scission, they are invisible in the public political debate, absent from the
medias and inaudible about the main issues on the political agenda. France Insoumise

fills all the political space and even Wauquiez and Les Républicains struggles for
competing with Mélenchon. In addition, France Insoumise is hegemonic over the left and

there is no force that can challenge the leadership of the left to France Insoumise: it is

the most powerful political force at the left of Macron; this dominant position is

uncontested and indisputable. Secondly, Macron will reform the modalities of the
European election in France in order to establish a unique constituency instead of the 8

current constituencies. This division in 8 constituencies was playing a big role in the

complexity of the European elections for the French population thus discouraging
several voters to get interested in the campaign. For the 2019 election, Macron wants a

unique constituency, a much more publicized and visible campaign in order to

transform this election into a sort of referendum for or against the EU; his strategy is to
present himself and his party as the defendants of the European project against the

extremist, anti-EU forces thus targeting Le Pen and Mélenchon. His ambition is to stage

the three way split of French political spectrum in order to weaken LR and what’s left of

the PS. This clever strategy will only reinforce Mélenchon; we can expect that France

Insoumise will in reply present the election as the opportunity for unifying the left-wing
opposition against Macron and to do so behind Mélenchon and France Insoumise as they
already have the leadership.

For now, only one survey concerning the 2019 European election in France has been
published, it was conducted by the IFOP research institute, for the daily right-wing
newspaper the Figaro 9. This survey, performed on a representative sample, gave the

following results:

Voting Intentions
Far left (NPA +LO)
1%

PCF
2%

France Insoumise (Mélenchon)
14%

Parti Socialiste
8%

The Greens
4%

La République en Marche (Macron’s party)
26%

UDI & Agir (centre-right)

3.5%

Les Républicains (right-wing)
12%
9

IFOP, Les intentions de vote pour les élections européennes de 2019, Décembre 2017

Debout la France (sovereignist conservative right) 10

6%

Front National (Marine Le Pen)
17%

Les Patriotes (a FN scission led by Florian Philippot)
2%

Another list
4.5%

Total

100%
Regarding the balance of forces within the left, the main limit of this survey is the
absence of Benoit Hamon’s movement: actually the Greens are very close to Hamon’s

movements and there is the possibility that the Greens and Hamon build a list together
which might then attract a part of the Parti Socialiste’s electorate. Nevertheless the
addition of the voting intentions of the Greens and the Parti Socialiste peaks at 12%

while Mélenchon reaches 14%, in a configuration where the PCF would present a list
against Mélenchon (thus trying to occupy a similar political space). The addition of FI
and PCF’s voting intentions reaches 16%, just 1% behind the Front National,

demonstrating the need of a unified radical left for challenging the second position in
these elections to the far-right. Furthermore, Macron’s proposal of reforming of the
voting system include a threshold for the reimbursing of campaign expenses (3%) and a

threshold for obtaining MEP seats (5%) as the election has to remain a party list

proportional representation. This would imply that, according to the Figaro’s survey, the
PCF, if presenting a list against France Insoumise, won’t be able to get any MEP and
won’t be reimbursed of its campaign expenditures, thus severely weakening the party.
Conclusions

Mélenchon’s strategy and tactics are evolving and depends on several factors but the

central element in his strategy for these European elections will be his capacity to keep
his previous electorate united in order to repeat a result close to 20% and try to

overtake the far right. According to what he said in the last months, he seems convinced
that the best way to do so is to differentiate himself from Hamon and his view that
10

Debout La France’s president, Nicolas Dupont-Aignan, was candidate in the presidential election
and gathered 1.7 million votes (4.70%). He rallied Marine Le Pen between the two rounds and
concluded an alliance with the FN, which broke in the legislative election

within the EU left-policies can be implemented without changing the treaties. That is
why he is adopting a very anti-EU and stance in the French political space. However he is

also keeping in mind the European level. The articulation between the two is to be found

in this differentiation idea: Mélenchon believes that the best way for winning against
social democrats in several or almost every countries in Europe is to differentiate with

the plan A (negotiations as the only option) which is common to Alexis Tsipras and
social-liberals, as Melenchon thinks. Therefore he wants a common label and similar

stances on strategic issues (plan A and plan B) with parties or organizations in as many
EU countries as he can, in order to maximise their electoral results and prepare the
second step of the European elections, i.e. the formation of a parliamentary group in the
European Parliament.

From this point of view, what FI and Mélenchon think is the best option for maximising

their results in the election in France (alliance with the PCF or not, strong anti EU and
Euro stances or on the opposite a soften narrative like in the end of the presidential
campaign) will determine his rhetoric at a European level. He is preparing his options
for every situation that could happen, both prior to the elections of the MEP and after

the elections when the groups will constitute. The minimal threshold for composing a
group in the European Parliament is to gather 25 MEP from 7 different countries

(currently the GUE NGL group has 52 MEP from 14 different countries) and Mélenchon
will most likely not break up from the GUE/NGL if he does not have the ability to form a
group.

Due to the redistribution of the seats in the European Parliament caused by the
Brexit and according to the poll previously mentioned, Mélenchon with 14% of
the votes would get at least 11 MEP and most probably 12 or 13. This constitutes a
solid basis either for negotiating from a position of strength with the EL or for

constituting a separate group even though Mélenchon would require allies able to
provide him with the 12 or 13 MEP from 6 different countries which are required for

forming a separate group. Currently, Mélenchon and his movement are building contacts

and alliances in order to keep their options open and choose the most efficient strategy

regarding the issue of the group in the European Parliament, when time will come, that
is after the elections of the MEP.

Recent developments (February 2018-May 2018)

→ Mélenchon is searching for allies among the radical left organisations, in preparation
for the European election. Political assistants of him emphasize the proximity between

Mélenchon and people from Sinistra Italiana in Italy, mainly Stefano Fassina who got
involved in the plan B forums at the very beginning. The plan B is a central element in

France Insoumise’s programme and it is on this strategic element that FI will try to build
alliances. A new Plan B conference will take place in Athens in April. FI is trying to

establish as stable partners Podemos and Bloco de Esquerda. Miguel Urban, Podemos’
MEP was recently in Paris for talks with people from FI about the European elections.
Key members of FI assure that the discussions with these various organizations are

based on a common assessment about the state of the EU but also on programmatic

convergences and discussions on the potential common projects and campaigns that
they could impulse in the European Parliament.

→ Since Melenchon’s break up with Syriza, he openly questions the efficiency of the

GUE/NGL group. He tries to build a common platfrom gathering the anti-austerity
movements.

→ In March 21st 2018, FI launched together with Podemos a political initiative against

the tax evasion11 in Europe and in France and Spain particularly. France Insoumise and

Podemos will propose to their parliamentary groups concrete parliamentary actions in
11

Podemos et la France insoumise ensemble contre l’évasion fiscale,
https://lafranceinsoumise.fr/2018/03/21/podemos-france-insoumise-ensemble-contre-levasion-fisca
le/

the national level, as well as joint initiatives in the European Parliament. It seems that FI

was more passionate about this campaign in comparison to Podemos. Though the
announcement at FI’s webpage mentions that the proposals of this campaign will be
presented soon, nothing can be found yet regarding the state of affairs of this intiative,
neither in FI’s nor in Podemos media.

→ F.I. attented the Congress of Levica, the left party in Slovenia, on 24-25 March. The
Congress aimed to prepare the party for the forthcoming elections in Slovenia. Podemos

(Pablo Iglesias) and Diem25 (Yanis Varoufalis) supported Levica and wished every

success to its Congress through videos. F.I. saw this as an opportunity to “discuss the
enlargement of the common political space that we have build with Podemos,
particularly around the fight against fraud and tax evasion.”

→ As the next important step towards his European strategy, Melenchon travelled to
Lisbon in mid-April to meet with Pablo Iglesias from Podemos and Catarina Martins

from Bloco de Esquerda, member party of the European Left. They co-signed, on behalf

of their parties, a Manifesto under the title “Now, the people” (you can find the English

translation in our website) that launches a European campaign of the left for social
rights, peoples sovereignty and economic democracy.

→ The internal procedures of F.I. towards the European Elections: 12
• The Assembly of Representatives the French insubordinate discussed a proposal for a

programmatic framework that is open to the internal dialogue through their website.
The procedure is the same with the one followed in the Presidential elections.

• (the political content) FI and their European allies (without naming them) is the

opposition to the European status quo. In all countries, “we bring the same message, a
Europe of the people, of harmony and cooperation, against the Europe of finance and

competition!”

[...] “it is necessary to leave the European treaties […] we propose with the “Avenir en
commun” a clear and democratic strategy, with a plan A and a plan B.”

[…] “We are committed to build a European movement for such a purpose.”

12

Élaboration du programme européen,
https://lafranceinsoumise.fr/2018/04/12/elaboration-programme-europeen/

• (the slogans, selection)

-Defending popular sovereignty and the right to disobey European rules
-Fight European treaties and their implementation

-Against the austerity governance of the Eurozone and the independence of the ECB

-Fight against the trade in personal data and the impunity of GAFAM
-Restore popular sovereignty over budgets, taxation
-Stop dumping, action for social and tax equality

- Organize a European conference on sovereign debt on the basis of citizen audits

-Confront the economic war that is free trade : impose a solidarity protectionism in

order to fight against dishonest competition and also to refuse any new free trade
agreement between the EU and other party (Canada, Mercosur, Japan, USA, Australia,
New Zealand)

-Prohibit any new exploitation of fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal, shale gas) in the EU

-Propose an investment plan for a Europe with 100% renewable energies and a
European piggyback plan

-Stop the privatization and destruction of the public services necessary for the energy
transition (train, hydroelectric dams, etc.)

-Abandon the carbon market and replace it with pollution bans and taxes

-Support the proposal of an international Court of climate justice against ecocides

(ecological crimes) to judge states and multinationals

-Finish with Frontex that turns the Mediterranean into a cemetery

-Denying the Europe of defense,even more so when submitted to NATO, and act within
the framework of the UN

-Organize a European border conference

-For a civil and military denuclearization of Europe

Two observations we can make taking into consideration the introductory text of their

electoral programm and the slogans/demands: Though F.I. makes clear the goal for an
exit of the European Treaties, the party does not describe neither their Plan A, nor the

Plan B. Furthermore, they do not clarify the political criterion that draws the red line
between the Plan A and the Plan B (neither the political alliances needed for a Plan A or

a Plan B). Additionally, the vast majority of their demands translated into slogans is the
indispensable cement of the whole European left forces, so no divergences appear at
that level, though one can notice that when it comes to migration policies and the stance

towards the flow of refugees in Europe there is no clarified position and political
strategy.

→ Two important events for Diem’s work took place during March: The European
meeting in Naples

13

that was marked as the decisive moment for the launch of Diem’s

transnational list (and the formation of the “Provisonal Joint Council”) and the launching
event in Athens of Diem’s Greek electoral wing

(Y.Varoufakis elected as the General Secretary).

14,

that is actually a new political party

The events in Athens got media attention in a European scale and in Greece as well.

13
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DiEM25 and European progressive forces gather in Naples to launch historic transnational
list,
https://diem25.org/diem25-and-european-progressive-forces-gather-in-naples-to-launch-historic-tra
nsnational-list/ and Europe’s pioneer transnational list: Council Meeting Conclusions,
https://diem25.org/europes-pioneer-transnational-list-council-meeting-conclusions/
DiEM25 to become political contender in Greece,
https://diem25.org/diem25-political-contender-in-greece/ and Hope is back for Greece: DiEM25
launches new political party,
https://diem25.org/hope-is-back-for-greece-diem25-launches-new-political-party/

Guardian:

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/mar/26/greece-ex-minister-yanis-varoufa

kis-launches-political-party
France24:

http://www.france24.com/en/20180326-greece-maverick-varoufakis-launches-party
The Times:

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/varoufakis-launches-new-democracy-party-p2c5br
ngg

Greek Reporter:

http://greece.greekreporter.com/2018/03/26/varoufakis-launches-new-party-in-athe
ns/

Eldiario.es:

https://www.eldiario.es/economia/Varufakis-vuelve-politica-decidido-nuevamente_0_
754174932.html
Reuters:

https://in.reuters.com/article/greece-varoufakis-party/greeces-varoufakis-promises-to
-end-debt-bondage-with-new-party-idINKBN1H22FO

Huff Post Greece:

https://www.huffingtonpost.gr/entry/epta-semeia-toe-politikoe-proyrammatos-toe-m
era25-paroesiase-o-y-varoefakes_gr_5ab9cd04e4b0decad04d5012

→ Hamon and his political organisation ”Génération-s” advocate for a change of the EU

policies within the framework of the existing treaties. He has the support of Varoufakis

and Diem25 and presents an opposite option to the plan B. Official participant of the
Naples meeting, having two representatives in the Council. Additionally, Hamon aims to

have a strong alliance with SYRIZA and his views coincide with the Progressive Caucus

narrative.

→ Diem also discusses with the French Greens and the PCF and is now waiting for those
parties’ internal political procedures to see if they also wish to join the transnational list.

The public launch of Diem25 campaign has been agreed for June 2018. Génération.s
proposes a Paris launch on July 2, and Razem (Poland) suggests holding an event in
Warsaw on June 23.

→ Y. Varoufakis took the initiative and wrote together with Luigi de Magistris a letter
(can be found on transform’s website) addressed to the President of the Party of the
European Left, Gregor Gyzi, the General Secratary of Podemos, Pablo Iglesias, Catarina

Martins, Chairwoman of Bloco de Esquerda and Jean-Luc Mélenchon the President of the
parliamentary group of France Insoumise. The letter called them to a meeting in
Lisbon to discuss and agree on:

-Common Plans A, B and C for our cities, regions, countries and for Europe as a whole
-A common transnational list of candidates for May 2019

-A common governing structure of this progressive paneuropean movement
It is obvious that Y. Varoufakis after the common Manifesto of F.I., Podemos and Bloco

de Esquerda realized the necessity to create spaces for dialogue and cooperation, since
from now on Diem shares the political oxygen of the left not only with the Party of the
European Left, but also with this new plan originated by Melenchon.

→ On 26 April, the council of Diem25 met in Lisbon. Political forces that joined as

observers: Actúa, Barcelona en Comú, Die Linke, Nouvelle Donne, Party of the European
Greens, Party of the European Left, and Transform! The council’s next meeting will take
place in Paris at the end of May 2018. Hamon was of course present.

→ It seems that in France, Diem25 will strive for the broadest possible alliance towards

the European elections, namely, not only with Génération-s, but also with the PCF and
the Greens.

The Party of the European Left after its unanimous decision -that came with the last

meeting of its Executive Board on the 23rd of March- of rejecting the Parti de Gauche’s
proposal for expelling SYRIZA, expressed itself in a more holistic perspective through his

President. Gregor Gyzi in an interview at the Neues Deutschland newspaper (that can be
found in transform’s website as well) said that the Party will discuss at the next meeting

of the executive committee in June the questions around Greece – as well as the
beginning of the electoral programme.

An important conclusive remark
Following the moves of F.I. and Diem25 in the European level we all see that they
both choose to call their initiatives “a political movement”. The Manifesto “Now, the
people” of F.I., Podemos and Bloco de Esquerda, but also the European campaign of
Diem25 present themselves as such. It is self-evident that this term is not accurate,
maybe even problematic. Political movements are always born from below, from
the struggles of the people that organize themselves and develop a particular
repertoire of contention. It is an ordinary way for the political parties to describe
various initiatives of themselves under the label of a movement. However, this is not
only problematic in analytical terms, but can also be misleading as well for the
political actors on the one hand and the people that such initiatives aim to involve
and represent on the other hand. The political parties of the Left must be clear
regarding their political strategies and precise when they name political practices.
Movements, campaigns, electoral alliances, fronts etc. are terms used to describe

and reflect different levels of political organizing, various qualities of politicization
and distinctive political goals (the particular relation with the claim of power).

